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Abstract
This paper descr ibes the development of a regression model that captures the effect of
specific air line oper ating costs, as well as other key deter mining factor s, on air fare. The
model is estimated for a number of wor ld regions. This allows for compar ison of the
var iation in air line cost pass-through within and between regional mar kets, a topic that
has thus far received little focus. Based on the results of model estimation, air fares are
found to be the most responsive to changes in fuel cost, and the least elastic to increases
in flight-based oper ating costs. Although similar patter ns are found within each of the
selected regional mar kets, the cost pass-through var ies significantly across different
mar kets. For example, passenger s in Asia-Pacific regions would face higher fare
increases than passenger s in Nor th Amer ica or Europe, given a same percentage increase
in fuel costs. Frequently an air line will oper ate across multiple regional mar kets and our
results have implications for the design of policies to incentivize air lines to reduce
aviation emissions. The model descr ibed is a core component of the Aviation Integr ated
Model AIM2015 open source release.

1. Introduction
Global aviation emissions account for 2-3% of total ener gy-related emissions (Schäfer, et
al. 2016). Air tr anspor t demand, which accounts for about 10% of passenger-km tr aveled
of all tr anspor t modes, is anticipated to continue its strong growth with a r ate of 5-6%
per year over the next 20 year s (Schäfer & Waitz, 2014). Thus, emissions related to
aviation dr iven by the lar ge and still growing demand are projected to increase
significantly over cur rent level by 2050, representing up to 22% of global CO 2 emissions
(European Par liament, 2015). As a result, the contr ibution of aviation emissions to
climate change has become a growing concer n. To limit emissions from air tr anspor t with
an inter national scope, in 2016 the UN’s Inter national Civil Aviation Or ganization
(ICAO) introduced a mar ket-based progr am titled Car bon Offsetting and Reduction
Scheme for Inter national Aviation (CORSIA). The progr am, which will come into force
in 2021, requires all air lines to purchase car bon offsets to compensate annual increase in
their total CO 2 emissions above the 2020 levels (ICAO, 2016).
Mar ket-based measures (MBMs), such as CORSIA, put a pr ice on aircr aft emissions in
or der to incentivize air lines to reduce their emissions with relatively low economic costs.
Air lines can adjust to the costs of MBMs through either changes in technology and
oper ations to reduce costs or by modifying air fares to increase revenue. Schäfer, et al.
(2016) have demonstr ated that reducing aviation emissions via technology and
oper ational changes has potential to significantly reduce emissions. However, the
potential pr icing responses of air lines to the MBMs-imposed costs in an area that has not
received much focus. In or der to address this issue, this paper descr ibes the development
of a regression model of air fares which captures the oper ating costs of an air line with
higher resolution than previous research. This allows us to answer an impor tant question
of this subject: to what extent are air lines able to pass through their oper ating costs to
passenger s through air fares, and how does the ability of an air line to pass through costs
var y across different wor ld regions?
The question is, however, a challenging one. Although air lines tend to cover the increased
cost by increasing air fares, higher fares will result in – depending on the elasticity of
demand – lower sales and mar ket shares. As a result, an air line will have to str ike a
balance between recover ing increases in oper ating cost and ensur ing its mar ket share
while competing with other air lines. Additionally, fare elasticities to the cost increase may
differ between different regional mar kets, and it will be difficult to design emissions
reduction policies that can be adopted globally and at the same time have compar able
impacts on passenger s. Fur ther more, for the regions where aviation emissions are
projected to grow most r apidly over the next 20-30 year s (Yan, et al. 2014), air line pr icing
has not been researched in detail and thus is relatively unknown. All of the above indicate
that in or der to fully under stand how air lines pass cost imposed by the MBMs onto
passenger s through fares, an air fare model that can capture specific air line costs, reflect
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air line competition, and also have a global cover age is required.
This paper contr ibutes to existing liter ature mainly in three ways. Fir stly, the paper
develops an air fare model that explicitly captures air line oper ating costs as well as other
impor tant demand-, competition-, and route-specific factor s. This allows us to
empir ically under stand the effects of increasing specific air line oper ating costs on
air fares, in a competitive environment. Notably, this air fare model is also a core
component of the updated AIM2015 (Dr ay, et al. 2017), a state-of-the-ar t Aviation
Integr ated Model. Secondly, the fare model is estimated for a number of wor ld regions.
Compar ison of the different model coefficients provide insight into how the ability of an
air line to pass through cost var ies within and across different mar kets. Lastly, through a
compar ative analysis on different air line cost pass-through r ates by cost type and by
mar ket, the potential impacts on passenger s of a number of mar ket-based emissions
reduction measures are discussed.
The next section presents a br ief review of existing liter ature on air fare modelling.
Section 3 descr ibes the model specification, with the datasets used and the key oper ating
costs var iables discussed in detail. The estimated coefficients are then inter preted and
discussed in Section 4, together with their implications to a number of potential mar ketbased emissions reduction policies. Section 5 offer s conclusions.

2. Literature Review
There has been extensive liter ature with respect to modelling air fares, in or der to
under stand the impacts of different factor s on air line pr icing. Interest in this subject
began to emer ge when air lines were allowed to set fares after the deregulation of the
air line industr y in the U.S. in 1978. The effect of competition on air fare has received the
most extensive discussion, par ticular ly for the U.S. domestic mar ket. Liter ature focusing
on the competition effects in the U.S. has mainly discussed two impor tant aspects: (i) how
fares are affected by mar ket str ucture (i.e. the level of competition) at both air por t and
route levels (Borenstein, 1989; Evans and Kessides, 1993; Hofer, et al, 2008; Vowles, 2006;
Cho, et al. 2012; Zhang, et al., 2013), and (ii) impact of low cost car r ier s (LCCs) over
domestic fare pr ices (Dresner, et al., 1996; Mor r ison, 2001; Goolsbee and Syver son, 2008;
Chi and Koo, 2009; Br ueckner, et al. 2013).
Previous research on the relationship between air fare and mar ket str ucture have
demonstr ated that lower mar ket concentr ation is often associated with lower fares
(Borenstein, 1989; Evans and Kessides, 1993; Hofer, et al, 2008; Vowles, 2006; Cho, et al.
2012; Zhang, et al., 2013). In these studies, the Her findahl-Hir schman Index (HHI) is
commonly used as an indicator of air line concentr ation at air por t- and route levels.
Borenstein (1989) found that dominance of major routes and air por ts by one or two
air lines resulted in increases of up to 12% in fares. Vowles (2006) and Zhang, et al. (2013)
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examined how air lines deter mine air fares in hub-to-hub mar kets, and their results
suggest that hub-to-hub mar kets gener ally have higher air fares, and the hub hier archies
that distinguishes between ‘pr imar y hubs’ and ‘secondar y hubs’ also have cr ucial
impacts on fares. Cho, et al. (2012) assessed how fares are affected by the level of
competition in multi-air por t cities in the US. Using a number of HHIs for air por t-, route-,
and city-pair concentr ation, they found that fare reduction due to competition at adjacent
air por t pair s is significant but mar kedly smaller than that of added competition in the
focal air por t-pair mar ket.
The other impor tant competition effect discussed is the impact of LCCs on fares. As one
cr itical outcome of deregulation, the emer gence of LCCs in the U.S., led by Southwest
Air lines, has been researched by a wide body of liter ature. Dresner et al. (1996) examined
the competitive impacts of Southwest’s entr y to route-level fare pr ices. Their model
showed that the presence of LCCs resulted in 38% lower fares on aver age at route-level,
and when Southwest ser ves the routes, there was an even more dr astic fare reduction.
Mor r ison (2001) found that the existence of Southwest Air line ser ving neighbor ing route
mar kets can significantly affect fare pr ices of legacy car r ier s at local air por t-pair mar ket.
Goolsbee and Syver son (2008) fur ther demonstr ated that even the threat of Southwest’s
entr y, without its actual presence in a mar ket, can consider ably depress fares. More
recently, Br ueckner, et al. (2013) found that the impact of LCC competition on air fares
is substantial in both local air por t-pair mar ket (33% reduction in nonstop mar ket and
12% reduction in connecting mar ket) and adjacent air por t-pair mar ket.
Air line pr icing has been studied for other regional mar kets too, but by much less
liter ature. In addition, these paper s have mainly focused on the phenomenon of LCC
competition. The LCC competition star ted to affect the European air line mar ket since
an adoption of LCC model by Ryanair in 1992, and followed by the inaugur ation of its
biggest competitor, easyJ et, in 1995 (Malighetti, et al., 2009). Since then, LCCs in Europe
have exper ienced significant growth mainly led by the two air lines (Dobr uszkes, 2006).
Analogous with the “Southwest Effect” in the U.S., Fr anke (2004) suggests that Europe
has a “Ryanair Effect”. Malighetti et al. (2009) also provided analysis of Ryanair ’s
pr icing str ategies, and found that Ryanair gr ands fewer discounts on long haul and highfrequency routes. A handful of liter ature on the LCC effects can also be found for the
Chinese domestic air line mar ket. Fu et al. (2015) studied China’s fir st and only LCC,
Spr ing Air lines, and concluded that although Spr ing has achieved fast growth since its
inaugur ation in 2005, it did not tr igger a pr ice war due to regulator y restr ictions. Rather,
Fu et al. (2015) ar gue that high speed r ail (HSR) ser vices have imposed much more
significant competitive pressure than LCCs in China. The findings are suppor ted by
Chen (2016), who investigated the competition effects of Spr ing to legacy car r ier s China
Easter n in Shanghai, and found that there is only a moder ate fare reduction of 4% -4.9%
from China Easter n after the entr y of Spr ing.
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Apar t from the air line competition effects, other impor tant factor s affecting air fare
pr icing have been identified in the liter ature namely passenger demand and delay. Fir stly,
air fares are found positively cor related with demand if impact of passenger s outweighs
the possible economies of density effect (Dresner et al, 1996; Cho, et al, 2012), and
negatively related if other wise (Dender, 2007; Chi and Koo, 2009). Br ueckner, et al. (1992),
who analyzed the relationship between air fares and the hub-and-spoke networ ks,
concluded that given the economies of density, networ k that connects lar ge cities with
higher tr affic volume on its spokes has lower cost per passenger therefore lower air fares
than smaller networ ks. Moreover, flight delays can also affect air fares (For bes, 2008; Cho,
et al, 2012; Zou and Hansen, 2014). For bes (2008) showed that ever y one-minute increase
in delay leads to a $1.42 reduction in fare. By contr ast, Zou and Hansen (2014), who
estimated the delay effects separ ately for nonstop and one-stop routes, concluded that
delays will result in higher fares.
Despite the extensive discussion from previous liter ature on the competition-, demand-,
and delay effects on fares, the cost-side effects on air fares have been lar gely over looked.
In the major ity of existing research, distance, fuel pr ice, and aircr aft size have been used
as proxy var iables measur ing air line costs (Chi and Koo, 2009; Br ueckner, et al, 2013;
Zou and Hansen, 2014). However, using these proxy var iables cannot reflect any changes
in air line oper ating costs, and therefore it is not possible to quantify the extent to which
air lines pass their oper ating costs onto passenger s through fares. As a result, most of the
existing fare models, based on the features descr ibed above, are not capable of evaluating
the economic effects of var ious policy measures that may lead to fare changes due to
changes in oper ating costs, such as the introduction of the MBMs aimed to limiting
aviation CO 2 emissions (ICAO, 2016).
Empir ical evidence on air line cost pass-through behavior is to the best of our knowledge
limited to a small handful of paper s. PWC (2005) regressed changes in annual kerosene
pr ices (with one-year lag) on changes in the UK’s annual aver age air fares, and found that
the pass-through r ates for LCCs and legacy car r ier s are 90% and 105% , respectively.
However, the models used to obtain these results does not control for any impor tant
factor s that may affect pass-through behavior, such as mar ket competition and passenger
demand. Using a panel data of 18 European air lines from 1990 to 2007, Tor u (2011)
examined increases of fuel pr ices resulting from the EU ETS that are passed to air fares,
and found that the level of cost pass-through is close to 100% , but only when the high
fuel pr ices tr iggered capacity changes. Cho, et al. (2012) compute air line oper ating
expenses per passenger mile as an independent var iable in their fare model, and they
found that ever y 1 percent increase in the oper ating cost per mile leads to a 0.82%
increase in yield. However, Cho, et al. (2012) do not provide any details about how the
oper ating expenses per mile is computed, and what types of air line costs are included as
the expenses.
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With the advantages in coefficients inter pretation and model prediction, regression
analysis has been used in most of the above studies. It is impor tant to note that, air fare
modelling is complicated by the potential endogeneity between fare pr ice and demand.
Specifically, in air line economics, there is a simultaneity issue between fare and demand,
i.e. passenger demand, an explanator y var iable in the fare model, is jointly deter mined
with the dependent var iable, air fares. As a result, in or der to cor rect for this endogeneity
bias, instr umental-var iable procedures and simultaneous equations estimation
(Woodr idge, 2010) have been commonly used in previous air fare modelling.
As reviewed above, the existing liter ature on air fare modelling has two impor tant gaps.
Fir st, previous research has almost exclusively focused on the U.S. domestic air line
mar ket, which provide limited insights to other wor ld regions. Second, there have been
few empir ical studies of the effects of increased oper ating costs on air fares. Air line cost
effects have been commonly measured by proxy var iables such as distance, fuel pr ice,
and aircr aft size in the existing fare models. As a result, these models are not able to
quantify var iation in air line cost pass-through by mar ket, thus providing little insight to
the economic effects of emissions reduction measures that may result in fare changes. The
identified gaps motivate this wor k. In the next section, the fare model developed in this
study is discussed in detail.

3. Empirical Model
This section presents the air fare model developed in this research which is also a core
component of the AIM2015 model (Dr ay, et al. 2017). To begin with the datasets used to
constr uct the model var iables are descr ibed. The specification of the model then follows
and we conclude with a detailed discussion of the three key oper ating-cost var iables.
3.1 Data
As mentioned in Section 1, in or der to examine air line’s cost pass-through behavior
across different wor ld regions, this study develops an air fare model that can be used in
estimating a number of regional mar kets. Data for air fares, passenger demand, mar ket
shares, flight frequency, and itiner ar y-specific char acter istics are either directly obtained,
or constr ucted from the Sabre Mar ket Intelligence database (Sabre, 2016). Fleet data is
obtained from FlightGlobal (2016) and is used to der ive aircr aft type by segment.
Aircr aft is categor ized into nine different size classes, based on the Sustainable Aviation
aircr aft categor ies (Sustainable Aviation, 2015). Flight segment-based oper ating costs for
each aircr aft size class are gener ated by the AIM2015 Direct Oper ating Cost (DOC)
Model by Al Zayat, et al. (2017). En-route and air por t landing char ges by size class are
provided by the RDC air por t char ges database (RDC, 2017).
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This model uses cross-sectional data for the year of 2015. The basic unit of obser vation
in the data, defined as a ‘route’, is the unique combination of an itiner ar y with maximum
three stopover s, i.e. ‘Or igin-Connect1-Connect2-Connect3-Destination Air por ts’. Fares
are aggregated across all air lines providing ser vice on a given route, and weighted by
passenger number s so that different obser ved fares paid by passenger s on this route are
taken into account by the aggregation procedure. To ensure reliable model estimation,
the model data is filtered by the following r ules: Routes with annual passenger s fewer
than 50 or with route share below 0.1 are removed; segments with missing aver age flight
times are excluded; also removed are segments with negative air por t landing char ges.

To illustr ate the cover age of the final dataset, Table 1 presents infor mation on total
number of routes, total flight segments between the endpoint regions, total revenue
passenger kilometer s (RPK, in billions), and aver age fare per passenger-kilometer (year
2015 USD), on a region-pair basis. Globally, our data cover s 1169 air por ts and 28
different regional mar kets. For the sake of space constr aints, four regional mar kets with
the lar gest RPK (see Table 1) are selected to analyze in this paper, namely Nor th Amer ica
to Nor th Amer ica (NA-NA), Europe to Europe (EU-EU), Asia Pacific to Asia Pacific (APAP), and intercontinental mar ket between Asia Pacific and Europe (AP-EU). The
selected regional pair s provide a good representation of mar kets with different degree of
economic development, demand char acter istics, and air line mar ket matur ity.
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3.2 Model Specification
An over view for mulation is fir stly specified in Eq.(1) in or der to illustr ate the r ationale
of model specification. The dependent var iable in this fare model is passenger class
weighted annual aver age fare (including taxes) at the Or igin-Destination air por t-pair
level, aggregating across all air lines on the same route.
Eq.(1)

(𝐹𝑎𝑟𝑒)'( = 𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡'( , 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑'( , 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛'( , 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦𝐹𝐸:; ,

Infor med by the previous research descr ibed in Section 2, sever al key factor s that have
been shown to be significant and impor tant to air line pr icing are included in this model.
These features are grouped into four categor ies: cost effects, demand effects, competition
effects, and or igin- and destination countr y fixed effects. Fare pr ice is deter mined by
supply and demand, where supply is expressed mainly via air line costs, and demand is
captured by route-specific O-D passenger number s, route share, and aver age load factor.
Mar ket competition, in the for m of route- and air por t HHIs, has been demonstr ated to
have substantial impacts on fares (Hofer, et al, 2008; Vowles, 2006; Cho, et al. 2012, to
name a few) and thus also included in the model. Lastly, the or igin and destination
countr y fixed-effects are included in or der to capture any possible countr y-specific effects
on air fares, such as taxes imposed on air fares by endpoint countr ies, as well as the
countr ies’ over all economic condition.
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Eq. (2)

Following Eq.(1), a regression-based air fare model is specified in Eq.(2), where m, n, and
k denote or igin air por t, destination air por t, and connecting air por ts, respectively, and ε
is the er ror ter m. Some continuous var iables take logar ithmic values so that their
resulting coefficients represent fare elasticities with respect to these var iables. Table 2
provides descr iptive statistics for the selected air line mar kets, from which we can see that
the inter-continental mar ket AP-EU has the highest mean value of fare, followed by APAP, NA-NA, and EU-EU. In total, the selected regions contain 51,380 (NA-NA), 38,097
(EU-EU), 25,727 (AP-AP) and 26,642 (AP-EU) different routes, respectively. Given that
the focus of this paper is on air line cost pass-through in different regional mar kets, we
will discuss the cost var iables in more details. The reader is refer red to Appendix A for
the specific definition of all var iables.
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3.3 Operating Costs Variables
As discussed in Section 2, in previous research, air line oper ating costs have been lar gely
captured by proxy var iables, such as distance, fuel pr ice, and dummy var iables for
different aircr aft sizes (Chi and Koo, 2009; Br ueckner, et al, 2013; Zou and Hansen, 2014).
However, changes in specific oper ating costs cannot be measured by such proxy var iables,
and therefore it is not possible for previous fare models to quantify air line cost passthrough. As one of the key novelties of this paper, the air fare model explicitly captures
air line oper ating costs by including three route-specific oper ating cost var iables: fuel cost
per passenger (FuelCostPer Pax), nonfuel cost per passenger (NonFuelCostPer Pax), and
nonfuel cost per flight (NonFuelCostPer Flt), based on the input from the AIM2015 Direct
Oper ating Cost (DOC) model by Al Zayat, et al. (2017).
Output of the DOC model includes fuel cost, crew cost, maintenance cost, finance cost
(interest, depreciation and insur ance), and volume-related cost, by aircr aft size class.
This fare model takes the above aircr aft-based cost components as well as en-route and
landing char ges from the RDC air por t char ges database (RDC, 2017), and distr ibutes
each of these costs to all flights oper ating on a given flight segment. As such, each
scheduled flight is associated with the above oper ating cost components for a given flight
segment. Following this, the total oper ating cost by cost component is aggregated across
all flights oper ating on the given segment. Fig.1 presents the segment-based total
oper ating costs by cost component, taking flight segment LHR-PEK as an example.
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As Fig.1 shows, these cost components are fur ther grouped into three categor ies, i.e. Total
fuel cost, Total nonfuel passenger cost, and Total nonfuel flight cost, based on their
attr ibute of var iance over time as well as whether the cost can be directly distr ibuted to
passenger s. Specifically, costs are grouped as fuel costs and nonfuel costs because fuel
cost is more fluctuated than other cost components over time, and it represents the
major ity of volatility in air line oper ating costs. Fur ther more, the fuel- and nonfuel-costs
are split into per passenger cost and per flight cost, depending on whether their total costs
will change with the number of passenger s enplaned.
In pr actice, for each flight, its crew cost, maintenance cost, owner ship (or finance) cost,
en-route char ges, and aircr aft landing char ges do not change as long as the flight depar ts
to its planned destination. Taking an extreme example, even if a flight is flying empty, the
above costs will stay exactly the same as the given flight flying with 100% load factor on
the same segment. As a result, these cost components are grouped together and aver aged
by the total number of flights on the segment, defined as nonfuel cost per flight
(NonFuelPer Flt). In contr ast, fuel cost, passenger landing char ges, and volume-related
cost (e.g. meals, in-flight ser vices, etc.), do change with the enplaned passenger number s.
Again, for an empty flight, since there were no meals and in-flight ser vices required, no
passenger char ges taken by air por t, and less fuel consumed due to the lower aircr aft
taking-off and landing weight, the total costs associated with these components would be
much lower than a fully-enplaned flight. We therefore calculate these costs as fuel cost
per passenger and nonfuel cost per passenger (i.e. FuelCostPer Pax, NonFuelCostPer Pax).
Finally, as all cost components are computed on the flight-segment basis, the routespecific fuel cost per passenger, non-fuel cost per passenger, and non-fuel cost per flight
are the sum of aver age cor responding costs of all segments covered by a given route.
After under standing how the key oper ating cost var iables are constr ucted in the fare
model, in the next section we will estimate the model for the selected regional mar kets,
and analyze air line cost pass-through behavior through the estimated coefficients.

4. Estimation Results
The previous section descr ibed the features used and for mulation of our air fare model.
This section cover s the methodology employed for model estimation and the results
obtained. The estimated coefficients of models for NA-NA, EU-EU, AP-AP, and AP-EU
regional mar kets are inter preted and discussed, with a focus on the implications for
policies aimed at reducing aviation emissions through MBMs.
4.1 Methodology
As mentioned in Section 2, air fare modelling is complicated by the effects of demand on
fares. An endogeneity bias of the demand var iable ar ises due to simultaneity, i.e. demand,
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as an explanator y var iable, is jointly deter mined with the dependent var iable, air fare.
Having one or more endogenous var iables in the model will result in biased coefficient
estimates. Additionally, while the presence of heteroscedasticity does not cause bias or
inconsistent estimation, the standar d er ror s and test statistics are no longer valid. To
deter mine the presence of these confounding effects, we conduct two diagnostic tests for
the presence of heteroscedasticity and endogeneity in the fare model.

To test for the presence of heteroscedasticity, the Breusch-Pagan test (Breusch and Pagan,
1979) is used. The Hausman test (Hausman, 1978) is conducted to test for potential
endogenous var iables. Each potential endogenous var iable is regressed by all exogenous
var iables and the instr umental var iables to obtain the reduced-for m residuals. The
residuals are then added to the str uctur al equation and tested for their joint significance,
using an F-test (Woodr idge, 2010). If the joint F statistics are significant at the 5% level,
the null hypotheses of exogeneity are rejected.
Testing for potential endogeneity requires valid instr umental var iables (IVs). For the
passenger var iable, we introduce the total number of segments connected with or igin and
destination air por ts, respectively, and the great-circle distance between O-D air por t pair,
all logar ithmically tr ansfor med, as additional IVs. The total segments connected with
endpoint air por ts are clear ly exogenous to route-specific air fares, and they are cor related
with O-D demand based on the assumption that the number of flight segments a given
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air por t connected with represents the attr activeness of the air por t. There are better
oppor tunities that passenger s choose to fly from/to air por ts connected with more
segments. O-D distance is also exogenous, and given that we do not include this var iable
in our str uctur al equation (see Eq.(2)), it is valid to use O-D distance as an IV to passenger
demand. Demand is assumed to be negatively cor related with O-D distance.
Additionally, this model also treats the mar ket concentr ation var iables as endogenous.
As discussed in Section 2, in previous research (Borenstein, 1989; Hofer, et al, 2008; Cho,
et al. 2012), the Her findahl-Hir schman Index (HHI) often appear s as an indicator of
mar ket concentr ation at var ious levels. HHIs are computed as the sum of the squared
mar ket shares of air lines oper ating in a relevant mar ket. From Eq.(2), this model
includes both route- and air por t HHIs (see Appendix A). We consider these var iables
endogenous because an air line’s mar ket share, which are input to the calculation for
HHIs, is expected to be a function of the pr ice it char ges (Borenstein, 1989; Br ueckner,
et al., 2013). IV used for identifying LegMeanHHI is the aver age number of competing
air lines (with at least 5% share) of all flight segments that the given route uses. The
selection of this IV is motivated by Koopmans and Lieshout (2016), who showed that
there is a high cor relation between HHIs and the number of effective competitor s in the
relevant mar ket. Moreover, the logic of using this IV is also suppor ted by Borenstein
(1989). Following a similar r ationale, IVs for the Air por tMeanHHI is the number of
competitor s (with at least 5% share) at endpoint-air por t mar kets.
Lastly, the RouteShare var iable, defined as the share of total O-D passenger s on this citypair using a given route, is also treat as endogenous. This is because the route share is a
function of O-D demand, which is simultaneously deter mined with aver age O-D fare.
One possible IV for route share is the total number of routes available between a given
O-D city pair. In our model, an O-D city pair mar ket can be linked by both non-stop and
var ious connecting routes (if available). When at least one endpoint city has multi-air por t
system, the adjacent routes are also taken into account. Share of each route between a
given city pair is clear ly affected by the total routes available between two cities, and the
route count is also lar gely exogenous to fares on a given route.
Table 3 presents the results of the diagnostic tests for heteroscedasticity and endogeneity
in the model, for the selected air line mar kets. It can be seen that the null hypotheses of
homoscedasticity and exogeneity can be rejected at the .1% level by the Breusch-Pagan
test and the Hausman test, respectively, indicating the Or dinar y Least Squares (OLS)
estimation will be biased, inconsistent, and no longer efficient. Note that, in the Hausman
test, even though using separ ate t statistics, the coefficients of some reduced-for m
residuals are statistically insignificant in Table 4, this does not mean that the null
hypotheses of exogeneity for these var iables should be accepted, as long as their joint F
statistic is significant (Woodr idge, 2010). As a result, we can conclude from the Hausman
test that all the four var iables should be treat as endogenous in the model.
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As a consequence, the model is estimated using a feasible gener alized two-stage least
squares (FG2SLS)1 procedure to cor rect for the heteroscedasticity and endogeneity bias
(McFadden, 1999; Woodr idge, 2010). The estimation procedures are: (1) estimate OLS
residuals from the reduced-for m equation; (2) regress the log of the squared residuals by
all the exogenous var iables (including the IVs); (3) estimate the er ror var iance from the
fitted values in step (2); (4) apply 2SLS with the dependent var iable, the explanator y
var iables, and all the IVs divided by the estimated er ror var iance.
Next, the estimated model coefficients for the selected air line mar kets will be inter preted
and discussed in details.
4.2 Model Results and Discussion
Table 4 presents the estimated coefficients for the selected NA-NA, EU-EU, AP-AP, and
AP-EU mar kets, respectively.
Over all, most of the coefficients estimated by FG2SLS have the expected signs and are
statistically significant at the 5% significance level. Additionally, the fair ly lar ge values
for the fir st stage F-statistics of the added IVs suggest that the chosen IVs are sufficiently
strong. The model for the AP-AP mar ket has the best coefficient of deter mination among
the four models, with a R 2 value at 0.85 indicating that it explains a significant propor tion
of the var iance in air fares. This is followed by the AP-EU model with an R 2 of 0.72. NANA and EU-EU have ver y close R 2 statistics at about 0.56. The oper ating cost var iables
(FuelCostPer Pax, NonFuelCostPer Pax, and NonFuelCostPer Flt), which are the focus of
this study, have positive and significant coefficients in all mar kets, demonstr ating that
air lines do pass oper ating cost increase to passenger s through higher air fares. More
impor tantly, the coefficients tend to var y in magnitude depending on the specific type of
costs that air lines pass through and the par ticular regional mar ket they oper ate in.
Based on the estimated coefficients, this paper focuses on compar ing fare elasticities to
specific air line costs from two cr itical aspects: (i) how the pass-through r ates of fuel cost
per passenger, nonfuel cost per passenger, and nonfuel cost per flight differ within a given
regional mar ket, and (ii) how the cost pass-through r ates for the same cost type var y
across different regional mar kets.
Taking into account the standar d er ror s of in the estimated coefficients, the conditional
mean of fare elasticities with respect to fuel cost increase are estimated to be between
0.29-0.31 in NA-NA, 0.28-0.32 in EU-EU, 0.52-0.55 in AP-AP, and 0.25-0.30 in AP-EU
1

Alternatively, a simultaneous equation system may be estimated with each endogenous variable specified, as the

dependent variable of one equation (Woodridge, 2010). However, the goal of this research is to examine the impacts
of the interested variables on airfares, and therefore we use the single equation for estimation.
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with 95% confidence inter vals. Fares are found to be less elastic to changes in nonfuel
cost per passenger. For each 10% increase in NonFuelCostPer Pax, the aver age increases
in the mean of air fares are by 1.9% -2.3% in NA-NA, 0.8% -1.1% in EU-EU, 1.1% -1.6%
in AP-AP, and 1.1% -1.5% in AP-EU, respectively. The elasticities of air fares with respect
to changes in nonfuel cost per flight in the four regional mar kets are estimated to be 0.060.07 in NA-NA, 0.08-0.11 in EU-EU, 0.07-0.10 in AP-AP, and 0.08-0.13 in AP-EU,
respectively.

The estimated coefficients above provide some interesting insights. Within each of the
four mar kets, the effect of increasing fuel cost on fares significantly outweigh the effects
of increasing nonfuel costs by a same percentage. It indicates that air lines are the most
responsive to fuel cost changes, which is possibly because of the great fluctuations of fuel
pr ice over the past 15 year s (Koopmans and Lieshout, 2016). Fur ther more, for nonfuel
costs within each mar ket, fares are gener ally more elastic to changes in nonfuel per
passenger cost than nonfuel per flight cost, except in EU-EU, where the estimated
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coefficients of the two nonfuel costs are not statistically significantly different within
er ror bounds (both between 0.08 and 0.11). This patter n suggests that, within NA-NA,
AP-AP, and AP-EU mar kets, increasing nonfuel per passenger cost has lar ger impacts on
air fares than increasing nonfuel per flight cost by a same percentage.
The differences in elasticities of air fare to the three oper ating costs within a mar ket have
impor tant policy implications for aviation emissions reduction. The highest cost passthrough r ates from FuelCostPer Pax suggest that, for all regional mar kets under the study,
emissions reduction policies that can result in air line fuel cost increase, such as fuel taxes,
will have the greatest impact on passenger s. Depending on the elasticity of air tr avel
demand to air fares in a given mar ket, such policy measures would discour age demand
the most due to the increases in fare pr ices, thus leading to lower CO 2 emissions from
aviation. However, it will also impose negative impacts to the development of the entire
air line industr y within the region.
Alter natively, a relatively moder ate option on limiting aviation emissions, with the least
cost bur den passed onto passenger s, could be to increase air line’s nonfuel per flight cost,
given the lowest estimated cost pass-through. Nonfuel per flight cost consists of crew cost,
maintenance cost, owner ship cost, en-route char ges, and aircr aft landing char ges (see
Fig.2). This suggests that a potential approach for reducing aviation emissions that has
the least impact on air fares exper ienced by passenger s would be based on air line enroute
char ges and aircr aft landing char ges where air lines absor b a higher propor tion of cost
than seen in fuel costs. Consistent with our findings, the air line industr y has already
star ted to limit aviation emissions based on this option, through the existing or
for thcoming mar ket-based measures (ICAO, 2013, 2016). As mentioned in Section 1,
since CORSIA requires car bon-offset credits for the total annual increase in aviation
emissions beyond a 2020 baseline, it is equivalent to putting additional pr ice to air line
enroute char ges, yet with an inter national scope. The EU Emissions Tr ading Scheme (EU
ETS) employs a ver y similar approach but at a regional scale, where air lines are allowed
to tr ade emission per mits among different industr ies, under a total emission ‘cap’
(European Commission, 2016). By contr ast, car bon tax, as a different for m of the MBMs,
is already a par t of the over all air por t landing char ges (e.g. emission-char ges or
environment-related char ges) in some air por ts (IATA, 2016).
Tur ning to the second cr itical aspect in this analysis: how the cost pass-through r ates var y
in different regions, we fur ther compare the var iation of cost pass-through across the
four air line mar kets.
As discussed ear lier, changes in fuel cost per passenger have the greatest impact on fares
in all the four mar kets. However, coefficients of FuelCostPer Pax between the mar kets
suggest that the extent to which changes in fuel cost affect fares is different by mar ket.
Air fares in AP-AP are the most elastic to fuel cost changes (with an estimated elasticity
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between 0.52 and 0.55) among the four regions, while the elasticity of fare in AP-EU (0.250.30) shows only about half of this effect. NA-NA and EU-EU mar kets have coefficients
that are not statistically significantly different within er ror bounds, with NA-NA at 0.290.31 and EU-EU at 0.28-0.32. Note that the estimated elasticities in NA-NA and EU-EU
are ver y close to the estimation of 0.3 fare elasticity to fuel pr ice by Dr ay, et al (2009) for
the U.S. air line system. The regional var iation in fuel cost pass-through implies that
policy measures such as fuel taxes have different impacts to air line pr icing across regional
mar kets. For example, passenger s in AP-AP will face more increases in fare pr ice than
any other mar ket under the study. As a result, MBMs that place an additional pr ice on
fuel would be considered a more aggressive option in AP-AP than in other regional
mar kets. This could have implications for air lines based on their different exposures to
wor ld regions.
Continuing with compar ison of nonfuel cost pass-through between different mar kets, we
find that changes in nonfuel per passenger cost in NA-NA have an effect more than twice
that of EU-EU. Taking standar d er ror into account, NA-NA has fare elasticity to
NonFuelCostPer Pax between 0.19 and 0.23, while the elasticity in EU-EU is only 0.080.11. Additionally, AP-AP and AP-EU have almost statistically identical coefficients for
nonfuel per passenger cost at 0.11-0.16 (AP-AP) and 0.11-0.15 (AP-EU), respectively. In
contr ast, fare elasticities to nonfuel per flight cost show relatively less var iation across
different mar kets, r anging from the lowest value in NA-NA (0.06-0.07) to the highest
value in AP-EU (0.08-0.13). This adds another impor tant implication for regulator s to,
among other cost types, focus on using MBMs to affect flight-based oper ating costs. The
relatively low var iation of the per-flight cost pass-through indicates that it is more feasible
for such MBMs to be implemented at a cross-regional scale.
As discussed ear lier, from the compar ison of cost pass-through within each mar ket, we
lear n that increases in nonfuel per flight cost will have the smallest impact on passenger s.
Thus, emissions reduction policies that focused on flight-based cost will have the least
effect on the passenger demand growth of air tr anspor tation within a given region. From
the cross-regional compar ison we fur ther find that such policy measures are also the most
feasible option to be adopted globally. Unlike options that aim to increase the other two
types of oper ating costs, which will result in significantly unbalanced fare increases
across regions (AP-AP most affected under fuel cost increase, and NA-NA most affected
under nonfuel per passenger cost increase), MBMs that aim to increase the nonfuel per
flight cost will br ing relatively balanced pr ice increases among different regions, and thus
is most likely to be accepted by the global aviation community.
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5.

Conclusion

This research develops an air fare model that captures specific air line oper ating costs as
well as other key deter mining factor s that have been found impor tant and significant in
previous fare models. By estimating the fare model for a number of wor ld regions, we are
able to compare the var iation of cost pass-through within and across regional mar kets.
Based on the estimated cost pass-through r ates, policy implications on aviation emissions
reduction are also discussed in detail.
Four regional mar kets were selected for analysis: NA-NA, EU-EU, AP-AP, and AP-EU.
A compar ison analysis for the cost pass-through within and between regions shows that
AP-AP has the highest fare elasticity (between 0.52 and 0.55) with respect to fuel cost
increase, while AP-EU, which is the least elastic to fuel cost changes, has only about half
of this effect (0.25-0.30). NA-NA and EU-EU mar kets have statistically close coefficients
within er ror bounds, with NA-NA at 0.29-0.31 and EU-EU at 0.28-0.32. By contr ast,
increases in nonfuel per flight cost will have the least impacts on passenger s, as well as
the least var iation in cost pass-through across mar kets, r anging from the lowest value in
NA-NA (0.06-0.07) to the highest value in AP-EU (0.08-0.13).
Based on the estimated coefficients, the implications for policy measures on aviation
emissions reduction are discussed. Given the highest cost pass-through r ates of fuel cost
per passenger, emissions reduction measures that can result in air line fuel cost increase,
such as fuel taxes, will have the greatest impact on passenger s, par ticular ly the
passenger s in AP-AP. However, such policies would reduce emissions at the expense of
lower demand. Alter natively, a relatively moder ate option on limiting aviation emissions,
with the least cost bur den passed onto passenger s, could be to increase air line’s nonfuel
per flight cost. Consistent with our findings, such MBMs are already in place in different
for ms. For example, extr a costs on aircr aft landing char ges are imposed by some air por ts
via emissions char ges; additionally, the EU ETS and the upcoming CORSIA, through
requir ing air lines to submit emissions credits for their annual emissions, are considered
equivalent to putting extr a cost to air line enroute char ges. Our findings suggest that these
MBMs are also more likely to be implemented at the global scale because such policies
would br ing relatively balanced pr ice increases among different regions, given the least
var iation of nonfuel per flight cost pass-through.
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Appendix A: Definition of Model Variables
1. FuelPerCostPax: The sum of average fuel costs per passenger of all segments used on

the given itinerary.
2. NonFuelCostPerPax: Nonfuel costs that are charged per-passenger (i.e. airport
passenger charges, volume-related charges). NonfuelCostPerPax is the sum of average
passenger-based nonfuel cost per passenger of all segments used on the given itinerary.
3. NonFuelCostPerFlt: Nonfuel costs that are charged per-aircraft (i.e. crew salaries,
maintenance cost, finance cost, en-route cost, and aircraft landing cost).
NonfuelCostPerFlt is the sum of average aircraft-based nonfuel cost per flight of all
segments used on the given itinerary.
4. CUIMean: The mean of airport capacity utilisation of origin and destination airports.
CUI is calculated as average hourly aircraft total movements in 16 hours divided by the
declared airport capacity.
5. AirportMeanHHI: The mean of the HHIs at origin and destination airport. Market share
used in calculating AirportHHI is defined as airline’s total departing passengers divided
by the total passengers at the origin airport (group by origin airport), and ariline’s total
arriving passengers divided by the total passengers at the destination airport (group by
destination airport).
6. LegMeanHHI: Geometric mean of the HHIs on all segments used by the itinerary. The
LegHHI measures airline market share as the ratio of airline demand on m-n over the
total demand of city pair i-j which m-n belongs to. This LegHHI thus takes competition
from adjacent routes (multi-airport system) into account.
7. Freq: Annual total flight frequency of a given route.
8. Passengers: Annual total number of passengers on the route at O-D airport pair level.
9. LoadFactor: Geometric mean of average load factors of all segments on the route.
10. RouteShare: Ratio of O-D passengers on a given route over total O-D passengers
between the O-D city pair.
11. Nlegs: Number of flight segments used by a given route.
12. HubsPass: Categorical variable measuring total number of hub airports that the given
itinerary passes by, including origin hub, connecting hub(s), and destination hubs.
13. OriginCountry: Origin country fixed-effects.
14. DestCountry: Destination country fixed-effects.
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